ABSTRACT In practical application, the synchronization tracking of teleoperation system requires the fast speed and strong robustness. It is the ideal control effect that the synchronization errors between master and slave robots can converge to zero in finite time. In this paper, we propose the new nonsingular terminal sliding mode and the adaptive finite-time control method for position tracking in teleoperation system. First, a novel nonsingular terminal sliding mode is designed to provide higher tracking precision and robustness. Second, the radial basis function neural networks are applied to solve dynamic uncertainties, and the adaptive laws are proposed to estimate the uncertain parameters and upper bounds of estimation. Then, the corresponding finite-time controllers of master and slave robots are designed. Third, based on the Lyapunov stability theory, synchronization performances of the closed-loop system are proved to be stable state and finite time. Finally, simulations are achieved, and some comparisons with two nonsingular terminal sliding mode control schemes and two PD methods are shown. The simulation results verify the effectiveness of the proposed control laws.
I. INTRODUCTION
Teleoperation system extends the capability of human operation in an unknown and dangerous environment. A typical teleoperation system consists of the master robot, remote slave robot, a human operator, task environment and communication channel connecting with master and slave side. Providing stable position synchronization and environmental force feedback are the essential performance in controlled teleoperation systems. Moreover, synchronization control performance is very important for teleoperation system and has been wildly investigated in many research works [1] . In practical teleoperation system, external disturbance, indeterminate and nonlinear dynamic model, communication time-delay are unavoidable problems, and these issues need to be considered in position synchronization controller design [2] , [3] .
Many control structures and control algorithms have been proposed to overcome these issues. Anderson and Spong [4] applied the passivity control approach based on scattering theory to stabilize the system with communication time delays. Niemeyer and Slotine [5] introduced the wave-variables structure based on scattering theory to improve the time delay communication channel as the passive part. And then, some improved wave-variable architectures were proposed for synchronization tracking in teleoperations [6] - [8] . Furthermore, many other control structures and methods were introduced to handle position tracking problems in teleoperation system with communication time delays, such as fuzzy control [9] , adaptive control [10] - [14] , robust control [15] , state feedback control based on Lyapunov-Krasoviskill stability theory [16] - [18] and sliding mode control.
The sliding mode (SM) control method has been used in controlling various nonlinear systems. Many literature and research works introduced the SM for trajectory tracking control of robotic manipulators. However, the system states cannot achieve finite-time convergence in traditional SM control [19] . The terminal sliding mode (TSM) control was proposed to perform the convergence of system states in finite-time [20] . In recent years, many improved TSM control methods have been applied to tracking control of manipulators [19] , [21] - [23] . In addition, the SM control and related improvement algorithms have also been used in teleoperation systems. In literature [24] , the sliding mode control was proposed for telerobot system with communication delay. Yang et al. [25] - [27] designed three fast nonsingular finitetime control schemes based on TSM for teleoperation system with constant communication delay to make the synchronization error of teleoperation system quickly converge to zero in finite-time, respectively. In [25] a novel switching terminal sliding mode surface was designed, and fuzzy logic systems were introduced to approximate the uncertain part of dynamic in teleoperation robots. In [26] the new error transformed variables were considered in TSM design, and the neural networks were applied for uncertain approximation. In [27] , a nonsingular terminal sliding mode (NTSM) was designed and a finite-time control strategy was presented for teleoperation system under communication delay.
Although TMS based finite-time methods have been applied in teleoperation controllers design and have achieved the fast regulation speed, there are still some problems need to be improved. For one thing, the time delays of teleoperation communication channel in those work [24] - [27] are all constants, but actually, the time delays are time-varying in system. For another, as the sliding mode structures mentioned in above literature are composed of synchronous errors and error differential forms, the dynamic performance characteristics of the system could be loosed under varying communication delays and operator force effect. Recently, the integral TSM has been used in robot manipulators with higher steady-state tracking precision and robustness [28] . Zhao et al. [29] proposed integral SM control to guarantee synchronization control stability for bilateral teleoperation system. But in [29] , time-varying delays and finite-time convergence are not considered.
In this paper, the adaptive finite-time control based on NTSM is proposed for synchronization control of teleoperation system under varying time delays and uncertain dynamic parameters. The designed sliding mode consists integral term of synchronization errors to improve the stability and dynamic performance of the control process. The master and slave controllers are designed based on nonsingular TSM method. The Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural networks are introduced to approximate the uncertainties in teleoperation dynamics. The adaptive laws with dead zone form are applied to estimate the bound of estimation. By Lyapunov stability methods, we establish the stability criteria and prove the finite-time convergence of tracking errors. Finally, the simulations with 2-dof teleoperation system and comparisons with other control methods are performed, the effectuality and analysis of the proposed control method are shown. This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the system dynamics, preliminaries of RBF neural network, and lemmas for controller design analysis are given. The adaptive finite-time controllers are designed and stability of closedloop system is analyzed in section III. We illustrate some simulation results and analysis in section IV. Finally, this paper is concluded in section V.
There are some mathematical symbols used in this paper need to be explained as: R n is the (n × 1)-dimensional real vector space, for any vector x ∈ R n , the norm of x is represented as x . R n×n is the (n × n)-dimensional real matrix sapce. λ min (A) and λ max (A) denotes the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the matrix A, for any matrix A ∈ R n×n .
II. PRELIMINARY A. DYNAMIC MODELS OF A TELEOPERATOR
The teleoperation system studied in this paper is consisted of a pair of single manipulators with the same mechanism at master and slave sides. Each n-dof manipulator is modeled by Euler-Lagrange theory. The dynamic descriptions of teleoperation system are expressed as:
where m and s represent master side and slave side, respectively;q m ∈ R n andq s ∈ R n are the vectors of the joint accelerations;q m ∈ R n andq s ∈ R n denote the joint velocity vectors; q m ∈ R n and q s ∈ R n represent the vectors of the joint positions. M m (q m ) ∈ R n×n and M s (q s ) ∈ R n×n denote the inertia matrices; C m (q m ,q m ) ∈ R n×n and C s (q s ,q s ) ∈ R n×n are the matrices of centripetal and Coriolis torques; G m (q m ) ∈ R n and G s (q s ) ∈ R n denote the friction torque vectors; τ m ∈ R n and τ s ∈ R n represent the applied control torques; f h ∈ R n and f e ∈ R n describe the human-operator and environment forces applied to the manipulators at master and slave side; J m ∈ R n×n and J s ∈ R n×n denote the master and slave Jacobian matrices. The robotic manipulator in (1) has some well-known structure properties, for i ∈= m, s, the properties are revisited as following [30] : Property 1: The inertia matrix M i (q i ) is the symmetric positive definite and has the upper and lower bounds as
Property 2:
Assumption 1: The human-operator force f h , environment force f e , master Jacobian matrix J m , and slave Jacobian matrix J s are all assumed to be locally essentially bounded.
In practical applications, it is very difficult to get the exact values of robot dynamic parameters. So uncertain dynamic parts are introduced into the description of master and slave robot models. For j = m, s, we have
where M oi (q i ), C oi (q i ,q i ), and G oi (q i ) represent the nominal parts in dynamic models; the matrices M i (q i ), C i (q i ,q i ), VOLUME 6, 2018 and vector G i (q i ) are the dynamic uncertain parts. Therefore, dynamic models of teleoperation system (1) can be rewritten as:
where H m (q m ,q m ,q m ) and H s (q s ,q s ,q s ) are defined as:
are upper bounded by the following form:
B. RBF NEURAL NETWORKS
RBF neural network can approximate any smooth nonlinear function with arbitrary precision [31] . It has faster learning speed and can avoid the local minimum problem, which attracts the attention of researchers and applications on robot control [32] . The RBF neural network can approximate a continuous function f (x) : R d → R e , which can be described as:
where ϕ(x) = [ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , . . . , ϕ n ] T denotes the output vector of the hidden layer, each element varphi i (x) can be expressed as:
x ∈ A x ⊂ R d is the input data vector; w ∈ R n×e is the weight matrix to connect with hidden layer and output; c i ∈ R d and b i > 0 are the center and width of the i-th node in hidden neuron; ε ∈ R d is the approximation error of RBF neural network. Remark 2: According to the universal approximation property of neural networks, the uncertain part of H m (q m ,q m ,q m ) and H s (q s ,q s ,q s ) in (3) can be described by the RBF neural networks as:
W T m , W T s , ε m , and ε s are the ideal weights in approximation, respectively. The approximation errors ε m and ε s have the upper bounds as ε m ≤ε m , ε s ≤ε s .
Thus the dynamic models (2) can be written as:
Remark 3: As the assumption 1, human-operator torque J T m f h and environment torque J T s f e have upper bounds which can be described as
C. THE LEMMAS USED IN THIS PAPER
In this paper, some lemmas [33] are applied to analyze the control system: Lemma 1: Assume if a > 0, b > 0, and 0 < c < 1, then the following inequality holds:
Lemma 2: Considering a dynamic system as:ẋ = f (x), initial state: f (0) = 0, x ∈ R n . This system is finite-time stable, if there exists a positive scalar function V (x), values a, b, and c, satisfy a, b > 0, 0 < c < 1, and following inequality holds:
and the setting time can be calculated as
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN
In this section, the adaptive finite-time control based on a novel NTSM is proposed for teleoperation system with timevariable delays and dynamic uncertainties. First, the integral term of synchronization error is introduced to define the new terminal sliding mode surface. The RBF neural networks are employed to approximate the dynamic uncertain parts of H m (q m ,q m ,q m ) and H s (q s ,q s ,q s ) in (2). The adaptive laws are designed to converge synchronization tracking errors to zero in finite-time. Then, the stability of closed-loop teleoperation system is proved via the Lyapunov stability theorem.
A. ADAPTIVE FINITE-TIME CONTROLLER DESIGN
We define the coordination joint tracking errors e m , e s between master robot and slave robot is: The control object is that the position tracking errors e m and e s can converge to a small neighborhood of zero under asymmetric time-varying communication delays and dynamic uncertainties, whether existing operator or environment forces in the teleoperation system. The velocity errorsė m ,ė s and acceleration errorsë m ,ë s can also be defined as following:
The nonsingular TSMs used in this work are defined as:
where (β i1 , . . . , β in ), and λ i = diag(λ i1 , . . . , λ in ) are all positive-definite diagonal matrices, 1 < r i1 < 2, 0 < r i2 < 1. The function sig(x) r is defined as:
The sliding mode surface (12) contains the integral term of tracking error, compared with the conventional PD-type sliding surfaces, (12) can provide more stable response and better dynamic characteristics.
Based on the differential definition of sig(x) r [22] , the differential of (12) 
The τ m1 and τ s1 are given as
The τ m2 and τ s2 are given as
where
. . , k s1n ), and K s2 = diag(k s21 , . . . , k s2n ) are all positive diagonal matrices, and 0 < σ < 1.
Considering the approximation and upper bound of uncertain parts in the system, for i = m, s the third term of controllers τ m3 and τ s3 are described as:
whereω i is the upper bounds estimation of adaptive parameters, η i is the positive controller design parameters. The adaptive tuning laws are designed in following terms:
where i = m, s, i and ξ i are the positive constants.
Remark 5:
In practical control, as the uncertain parameters and communication delays with time-varying, s m and s s cannot exactly reach to the zero in finite-time, the adaptive parametersω m andω s could be increased boundlessly [23] . The way to solve this problem is to improve the adaptive turning law (19) as the dead zoom form:
where µ i is the small positive constant.
B. STABILITY ANALYSIS Theory 1. Considering the teleoperation system (1) with the control laws in (14)- (17) and adaptive laws in (18) (11), and the differential ofṡ m andṡ s in (13) , the differential of function V is given as follow:
Employing the control laws (14)- (16) we can geṫ
If s m ≥ µ m and s s ≥ µ s , with (9), the control laws (17) , adaptive laws (18), (20) , and for vectors x, y ∈ R n , x T y ≤ |x T y| ≤ x y , we can geṫ 
It follows that if s m ≤ µ m and s s ≤ µ s , with (9), the control laws (17) , adaptive laws (18) , and (20) we havė
If
Similarly, whether s m ≤ µ m or s s ≤ µ s , with (9), theV ≤ 0 is always hold. Therefore, the stability of closedloop control system has been verified.
2) The finite-time proof is described as following. We define another Lyapunov function candidate:
Applying the (8), (9), (11), (13) , the control laws in (14)- (17), adaptive laws (18), (20), we havė
As
are the diagonal matrices. We define
According to the meaning of diagonal matrix and lemma 1, we can write (29) as following relational expression:U
We define
The (30) can be writeen aṡ
2 k s2 ). So based on the lemma 2, the trajectory errors at master and slave sides can converge to zero in finite time. The reaching time can be calculated as 
IV. SIMULATIONS
This section describes the simulation experiments to evaluate the proposed control scheme. We used MATLAB software to perform related simulation experiments. The master and slave robots in teleoperation system are considered to be the 2-dof robot arms with revolute joints. The system structure is shown in Fig. 1 
and z i5 = m i2 l i2 for i = m, s. The dynamic descriptions of teleoperation system are given as following:
For simulation analysis, we choose the parameters in teleoperation dynamic as [34] :
8m/s 2 . The values of z i1 , z i2 , z i3 , z i4 , and z i5 can be calculated by the above parameters, however, in practical we can only obtain inaccurate parameters of dynamic models, so we use the values of z i1 = 2.5, z i2 = 0.7, z i3 = 0.8, z i4 = 3.0, and z i5 = 0.8 as the nominal model parameters for controllers design; the uncertain parts are described as: (6.6, 6 .1), λ s = diag (8.5, 7.9) , α m = diag (11.5, 11.8) , α s = diag (9.5, 9. 3), β m = diag (5.15, 3.15) , β s = diag (3.15, 3.35) , r m1 = 1.2, r m2 = 0.48, r s1 = 1.3, r s2 = 0.5, K m1 = diag (11.8, 11.2) (8.3, 7.8 Fig. 2 . We assumed that the human operator force exerts at y direction as shown in Fig. 3 , and no force is exerted in x direction. The force applied from 10 s to 12 s and 20 s to 22 s are 30N and 40N respectively. The slave robot is in the free state with noexternal force.
We implement two parts of simulation experiments in this section to show the performance of proposed control method: the first part is synchronization tracking control analysis of teleoperation with varying time delays, dynamic uncertainties, and the human-operator force effect; the second part is the comparisons with other synchronization control methods under the same experimental conditions as above part. The simulation results for proposed control, PD1 and PD2 are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 , respectively. From which, it can be seen that the proposed NTSM produces a better tracking performance over PD control in [31] and [35] . VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 6. Synchronization position errors at the slave side e s1 and e s2 . 
A. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED CONTROLLERS
The simulation results of master and slave robots joint positions are shown in Fig. 4 . The synchronization tracking errors e m1 , e m2 at master side and the tracking errors e s1 , e s2 at slave side are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , respectively. It is obvious that the synchronization tracking errors can converge to zero in finite time with operator force and varying time delays. The adaptive estimated valuesŴ m ,Ŵ s ,ω m , andω s are given in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . It can be obtained that the adaptive values are bounded, which infer that the approximation errors of RBF neural networks are bounded and the closed loop system can stay in stable state. The control torques of master and slave robots are shown in Fig. 9 . The effect of time-varying delays and sign functions cause the oscillations in control torque signals. Our simulation experiments show that the oscillatory degree of control torque is inversely proportional to the speed of system regulation.
B. COMPARISON WITH OTHER CONTROL SCHEME
To elucidate the effectiveness of proposed control method, the comparisons of control effect with NFTSM in [25] and [35] (NTSM1 and NTSM2) and the PD methods in [31] and [36] (PD2 and PD1) are performed in this subsection.
The comparisons of tracking errors between proposed controllers, NTSM1 and NTSM2 are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 . It is clearly that these three methods can converge the synchronization errors to zero in finite time. At the beginning of simulation, the proposed method and NTSM2 have the similar convergence rates, and the convergence rate of NSTM1 is the slowest. However, with the operator force is exerted, the proposed control scheme has the better robustness and convergence performance than NTSM1 and NTSM2.
As the results, from the simulation analysis in this section, the teleoperation system can achieve well stable state and robustness with dynamic uncertainties, varying time-delay, and operator force exerted.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, considering the dynamic uncertainties and timevarying delays, the novel NTSM surface and dead zone adaptive laws are introduced into controller design. With the proposed control method, stable synchronization tracking between master and slave robots in teleoperation system is achieved, the robustness and convergence rates are also improved. And then, the simulations with proposed method and other control schemes are performed, and the effectiveness of our controllers has been verified. Moreover, the problem of oscillation in control torques need to be satisfactorily solved, and the proposed adaptive finite-time controller in this paper will be verified by experiments when the hardware platform of teleoperation system is built.
